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TPACK Evolutions 

When creating the Venn diagram in A1: TPACK Beginnings, my initial understanding 

about technology integration for personal use involved usage for communication, leisure, and 

basic social interaction. This understanding also included technology integration enhancing 

everyday life, by increasing productivity and simplifying tasks. Even after the evolution in 

understanding TPACK I still feel that these are the ways that technology integration is used in 

my personal life. Although my personal perspective has not changed I feel that through my 

evolution in TPACK I have gained the most understanding about how teachers or professionals 

integrate technology. My TPACK evolution about technology integration in this area includes 

the addition of the ways that technology is used in additional ways by teachers or professionals. 

This understanding starts with resource availability that each student has compared to the other 

and how this element limits my ability to implement technology integration. Through my 

TPACK evolution I now feel that technology integration is also used to allow students to do 

collaborative work, this includes students working with each other to complete projects and to do 

research. The relationship between personal and professional use of technology integration is 

still the same for me, I feel that these areas both still are designed to help technology integration 

in the same ways as I did before the TPACK evolution. Initially when writing about my 

understanding of TPACK, it seemed that when used by teachers or professionals that technology 

is used to increase content availability. The evolving TPACK gives the understanding that the 

availability of content that each student has access to is directly related to the resources that each 

student has. 

 The use of Project Based Learning is a very essential component in my understanding of 

technology integration, and evolving TPACK. PBL allowed me to understand technology 
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integration through a structured means of implementation. Having to create lessons that are tied 

to TEKS standards made it easier for me to understand how to integrate the tools in each 

category, and develop an understanding about TPACK. The PBL plan created at the beginning of 

the semester served as a guiding factor for my TPACK evolution, with each week and lesson 

summary created I was able to understand how technology is used. These weekly assignments 

also allowed me to understand how TEKS is essential in the understanding of content 

knowledge, and how that knowledge of subject areas allows for a teacher or professional create 

effective teach lessons. PBL is the most important part of my evolving TPACK, because it 

allowed me to understand how certain technological tools can fit with lessons that are planned. 

PBL changed my understanding of what level of content knowledge is needed for a particular 

type of Bloom’s taxonomy. 

 The use of Practical Technology Integration Framework, allowed my TPACK to evolve 

because it created structured steps of increasing complexity. The scaffolding idea, when in 

relation to each Bloom’s level of Taxonomy, is similar to steps or layers to content that build on 

each other. This method provided me with understanding how to gradually evolve my 

understanding of TPACK. The way that the Practical Technology Integration Framework is 

designed in each of these category lessons builds in the past category, and allows for the creation 

of a more detailed assignment by each student. This method allowed me to gain greater 

understanding about both content and technological knowledge, and how both areas of TPACK 

are used to create and also implement a lesson plan. This frame work gives increased 

understanding of what technological tools can be used with a particular level of Bloom’s, which 

impacts my evolving TPACK through an increased understanding of technological knowledge. 
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 Implementing this evolving TPACK in the future involves the use of PBL, this methods 

specifically allows the structuring of a topic that is related to TEKS or other state standards. In 

order for the application of this evolving TPACK to technology integration in the classroom in 

the future, there is the need for a structured plan to be implemented, which will allow for the use 

of technology. Implementing this evolving TPACK will come by gaining continuous 

understanding and knowledge about my content area and of the technology that can be used in 

this area. In order to implement this for future practices, there is a need for the usage of 

technological tools that are compatible for usage with the content introduced in each lesson area. 


